
                                                                                                               
 
 

Questions and Answers No.1 

Interreg IPA Cross-border Cooperation Programme “Greece - Republic of North Macedonia 2014-2020” - Count CN-2- SO1.3 – SC056 -  

“Construction of the right side of riverbank of Vardar River in the central area of Veles city and Construction and installation of 2 shops/kiosks 

on the reconstructed riverbank”  

Deadline for application: 22.08.2022 

Deadline for request of clarifications from the Contracting Authority: 01.08.2022  

Last date on which clarifications are issued by the Contracting Authority: 14.08.2022 

Question/Прашање Answer 

Q1. Works Additional information about the Contract Notice, Vol-1, 
Section-1, Selection criteria 

3)Technical capacity 
Description of the Technical Capacity of Candidate. 
 
Our question is about the reference list. Namely, the condition 
according to the tender documentation is: 
Construction/reconstruction/overhaul or repair of buildings 
concerned by the tender, so our question is whether these should 
necessarily be facilities on/around the river bed or are contracts with 
construction of facilities that are not connected to the riverbed, but 
are of the "A" category.  
Нашето прашање се однесува на референтната листа. Имено, 
условот по тендерската документација е: 

A.1 Regarding the professional and technical capacity of the 
candidate, in the Additional information about the Contract 
Notice are stated: 

2) Professional capacity (based on items 4 and 5 of the request 
to participate form for service contracts and on items 4 and 5 
of the tender form for supply contracts). The reference period 
which will be taken into account will be the last three years 
preceding the submission deadline. 

 The candidate shall have a professional license, certificate 

(or right), in accordance with the laws of the country in 

which he is established, or equivalent, for the execution 

of the construction works. 

 The candidate must have successfully completed at least 



                                                                                                               
 

Изградба/реконструкција на објекти засегнати со тендерот, два 
договора со вредност минимум 400.000,00 евра, па прашањето ни 
е дали тоа задолжително треба да бидат објекти на /околу речно 
корито или  се земаат предвид и договори со изградба на објекти 
кои не се поврзани со речно корито, но се од ,,А,, категорија. 
 
 
 
 

two projects with the following activities: 
Construction/reconstruction/overhaul or repair of 
buildings concerned by the tender over the last 3 years 
from the submission deadline.  

3) Technical capacity. The reference period which will be 
taken into account will be the last three years from 
submission deadline. 

The candidate has provided works under at least two 
contracts each with a budget of at least 400.000 EUR in 
construction/reconstruction of facilities which were 
implemented at any moment during the reference period: 3 
years.  

The candidate participating in the tender must fulfill the above 
mentioned criteria. Each criteriа must be fulfilled separately by 
the candidate.  
The Contracting Authority at this stage cannot answer what will 
be accepted as professional and/or technical capacity, as it is up 
to the Evaluation Committee to decide on this issue during the 
evaluation of offers. 

 


